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UNDERSTANDING THE LONGWAVE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CYCLE

THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Monday, Februar y 2nd
The Commerce Department reports U.S. construction spending rose by 0.4% in December to a seasonally adjusted annual pace of $982.1 billion (U.S.),
following a revised decline of 0.2% in November and
led by a 1.1% increase public construction spending.

become more visible. Moreover, price pressures have intensified further, increasing the probability of a bad equilibrium: high
price growth amid declining demand.”

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2ND
•

The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) reports its U.S. manufacturing index declined to a reading of 53.5 in January, from a level of 55.1 in December, the
worst performance in a year. Gennadiy Goldberg, a strategist at
TD Securities in New York, noted: “The weak global economic
backdrop along with the strong U.S. dollar does not bode well for
American exporters.”

•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “U.S. President
Obama Presumes Worries about Budget Deficits Are Fading. In
forwarding his $4 trillion (U.S.) fiscal 2016 budget to Congress
today, President Obama would raise taxes on corporations and
the nation’s top earners and spend more on infrastructure and
housing, while maintaining the annual budget deficit in the $475
billion (U.S.) range. In remarks to government workers at the
Department of Homeland Security, President Obama stated: ‘I
would reject any budget from Congress that locks in the mindless austerity of existing budget caps and reduces funding for
my priorities. We would be making a critical error if we avoided
implementing these investments.” See also, The Week That
Was, Wednesday, January 28, 2015 – CBO Foresees End to
Declines in U.S. Federal Budget Deficit.”

A factory worker assembles transmission components for Chrysler autos in Tipton, Ind. Photo source: Bloomberg
•

Citing data compiled by Markit Economics, HSBC Holdings PLC
reports the purchasing managers’ index for Russia’s manufacturing sector declined to a reading of 47.6 in January from a
level of 48.9 in December, the lowest level since June 2009.
Alexander Morozov, HSBC’s chief economist for Russia, commented: “Signs of contracting Russian business activity have

U.S President Barack Obama.
Photo source: Reuters News
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•

RBC reports its Canadian manufacturing purchasing managers’
index (PMI) declined to a seasonally adjusted reading of 51 in
January from a level of 53.9 in December, the lowest level since
April 2013. The gauge for the subcomponent of new orders also
fell to a reading of 51, while the employment index dropped to a
level of 49.4 from 52.9. Other subcomponents which declined
included output and backlogs of work. Readings above 50 indicate growth while a reading below 50 indicates contraction in
the sector. Craig Wright, chief economist at RBC, noted: “The
latest PMI data indicates that Canada’s manufacturers began
the year with concerns and uncertainty about global economic
growth prospects, financial market volatility and the sharp drop
in oil prices.”

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD
•

Statistics Canada reports the nation’s industrial product price
index fell by 1.6% in December, its fourth consecutive monthly
decline, citing the lower cost of energy and petroleum products.
Separately, Statscan reported the decline in energy product prices also affected the drop in the raw material price index, whose
7.6% decline was the biggest since December 2008.

•

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), the country’s central
bank, announced it is lowering its overnight lending rate by
1/4 of 1% to a record low 2.25%. In a press release, Governor Glenn Stevens cited: “Overall, the Bank’s assessment of the
domestic economy is that output growth will probably remain a
little below trend for some time longer and the unemployment
rate will peak at a higher level than foreseen earlier. This overnight interest rate action is expected to add further support to
domestic demand, in order to foster sustainable gross domestic
product (GDP) growth and an inflation rate consistent with our
2% - 3% target range.”

•

Front Page Headline, Wall Street Journal –“S&P to Pay $1.5 billion (U.S.) in Settlement of MBS Litigation. Standard & Poor’s
Ratings Service has agreed to pay $1.5 billion (U.S.) to resolve
litigation alleging it knowingly embellished credit rating grades
for certain issues of mortgage-backed securities prior to the
2008 financial crisis. The ratings firm – a unit of McGraw Hill
Financial Inc. – will pay $687.5 million (U.S.) to the U.S. Department of Justice; plus 19 states and the District of Columbia will
share a similar amount. S&P reached a separate $125 million
(U.S.) agreement with the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (Calpers). In a press release, U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder stated: ‘S&P’s leadership ignored the warnings
of its own senior analysts on several occasions … This strategy
did major harm to the larger domestic economy, contributing to
the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression.”

•

Front Page Headline, Washington Post – “Congressional Republicans Declare President Obama’s Fiscal 2016 Budget Dead
on Arrival. Not surprisingly, House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Cal.) set the tone: ‘There’s no greater contrast than
showing what this new American Congress is for versus what
the President supports. His new budget would give the federal
government an 11% raise by taking more out of the economy in
taxes.”

•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “German 10-Year
Bund Yield Dips below Japan’s. Today, for the first time in history, the German 10-year bund yield declined below that of its
Japanese equivalent; a possible indication that investors are anticipating the euro zone economy will experience the combination of continued low gross domestic product (GDP) growth, plus
the spectre of deflation. In today’s trading, the yield on German
10-year bunds reached 0.31% while the yield on its Japanese
counterpart rose slightly to 0.36%. The above notwithstanding,
at least for the moment, 10-year sovereign debt issues for both
countries remain in positive territory, while their Swiss equivalent
trades at a negative yield of 0.32%, implying investors are pre-
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The domestic economic recovery might not appear as stellar as
it was a couple of months ago, but it is still a very respectable
picture.”

pared to lose money for security’s sake.”

•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “ECB Restricts Loans
to Greek Financial System. The European Central Bank’s decision, announced in Frankfurt about mid-day (PST), will undoubtedly mean higher financing costs for Greek banks and shifts the
task of funding the banks to Greece’s central bank. Interestingly,
the ECB decision was announced just hours prior to a scheduled meeting in Berlin between Greek Finance Minister Yanis
Varoufakis and German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble.
Paresh Upadhyaya, a portfolio manager at Portfolio Investment
Management in Boston, warned: ‘The Greek government has
just realized the handcuffs are a lot tighter than were expected.
Essentially, the ECB’s message was: your predecessor agreed
to the austerity program and that’s what enabled you get the
financial assistance; you can’t just back away from that.”

•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg Business – “A World Awash In
Debt. Reporter Simon Kennedy states: That’s the warning today
from McKinsey & Co.’s research division which estimates that
since 2007, the debts of governments, companies, households
and financial firms in 47 countries have grown by $57 trillion
(U.S.) to $199 trillion (U.S.), an increase equivalent to 17% of
their total gross domestic products (GDP). While not as big an
increase as the 23% surge in debt witnessed in the seven years
prior to the financial crisis, the new data make a mockery of the
hope that the turmoil and subsequent global recession would
put the world economy on a more sustainable path. Government debt alone has ballooned by $25 trillion (U.S.) over the
past seven years and developing economies are responsible for
almost half of the overall increase. Moreover, McKinsey sees
little reason to think the trajectory of rising leverage will change
any time soon. See also, Economic Winter, It’s Still the Debt,
Stupid – March 21, 2014.

Source: Highcharts

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4TH
•

The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) reports its non-manufacturing index – for U.S. companies in the services sector – rose slightly to a reading of 56.7 in
January, following a level of 56.5 in December. The new orders
component edged higher to a reading of 59.5, however, the employment gauge declined by 4.1 points to a level of 51.6, the
lowest level in 11 months. Readings over 50 indicate that more
businesses are expanding activities rather than contracting.

•

The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) announces it is lowering its
financial reserves ratio for most banks by 1/ 2 of 1% to 19.5%,
indicating policy makers are concerned the domestic economic
slowdown has not troughed. Shen Jianguang, an economist at
Mizuho Securities Asia in Hong Kong, observed: “In view of the
prospect for further deceleration in domestic economic fundamentals, we expect at least four additional reserve ratio cuts during 2015. The rising risk of deflation, weak factory and services
reports, plus an effective clampdown on stock market speculation have all combined to prompt the reserve ratio cut.”

•

The Roseland, New Jersey-based ADP Research Institute reports U.S. private companies added 213,000 employees to their
payrolls in January – exceeding the 200,000 level for the fifth
consecutive month – following an upwardly revised increase of
253,000 in December. Sean Incremona, an economist at 4Cast
Inc. in New York, commented: “The ADP private payroll report
reveals a goodly amount of resilience in the U.S. labor market.

The following charts from McKinsey outline several areas of
concern.
Debt is too high for either austerity measures or economic
growth to cure. Instead, politicians will have to consider more
unorthodox measures, such as asset sales, one-off tax hikes
and perhaps debt restructuring programs.
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that of the United States or Germany. Especially worrisome to
McKinsey is that half the loans are linked to the property sector
as mortgages or liens.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH
•

The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased by 11,000 to 278,000 in the week
ended January 31st. while continuing claims rose by 6,000 to a
seasonally adjusted 2.4 million in the week ended January 24th.

•

The Commerce Department reports the U.S. trade deficit soared
by 17.1% to $46.6 billion (U.S.) in December, citing a strong dollar and weak global growth. Overall exports declined by 0.8%
to a seasonally adjusted $194.9 billion (U.S.) while imports increased by 2.2% to $241.4 billion (U.S.).

•

Statistics Canada reports the nation’s merchandise trade deficit
was $649 million (CAD), following a downwardly revised November trade deficit of $335 million (CAD), previously reported
as $644 million (CAD); citing record exports of metals partially
offset a decline in crude oil shipments.

•

Front Page Headline, David Stockman’s Contra Corner – “China’s Monumental Debt Trap and Why It Will Rock the Global
Economy. One must ask the question: Does it seem likely that a
country which is still governed by a communist dictatorship and
which was on the verge of mass starvation and utter impoverishment only 35 years ago, could have prudently increased its
outstanding total debt (public and private) from $2 trillion (U.S.)
to $28 trillion (U.S.), or by 14 times in the short span of 14 years.
Indeed, especially when half of this period encompassed what
is deemed to be the greatest global financial crisis of modern

Households in some nations are still boosting debt levels. Eighty
per cent of households have a higher debt than in 2007, including some in northern Europe, as well as Canada and Australia.

China’s debt is rising rapidly. Thanks to real estate and shadow
banking, debt in the world’s second-largest economy has quadrupled from $7 trillion (U.S.) to $28 trillion (U.S.) in the middle of
2015. At 282% of GDP, China’s debt burden is now larger than
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times. Moreover, one mustn’t forget that most of this staggering sum of debt was issued by a banking system (together with
its shadow banking affiliates) which is bereft of any and every
known mechanism of financial discipline and market constraints
on risk and credit extension. In effect, it is simply a vast pyramidal appendage of the Chinese state, in which credit is conjured from thin air by the trillions and then cascaded into plans
and quotas throughout the various regions, counties, cities and
towns.
When it reaches its final destination, it finances the building
of anything that local politicians, bureaucrats and red capitalists can envision. That would include factories, roads, ports,
subways, bridges, airports, malls, apartments and all the rest
of the construction projects being undertaken on Beijing’s master plan. Undoubtedly, the plenitude of ghost cities, shopping
malls, apartment buildings and factories which are now evident
everywhere in China, do not look much different than Greece’s
Olympic stadiums did circa 2006, i.e. gleaming but silent. It will
take another decade for the weeds to spring up and the rust and
decay to become visible. So, it might be a good time to get a
grip on the China Ponzi. There is virtually not a single honest
price in the entire $28 trillion (U.S.) tower of debt shown in the
chart below. For example, when loans to coal mine operators
got into trouble, the so-called bankers at the big state banks
simply invited their clients in through the side door where they
repaid the bank with a trust loan at 18% interest, which loan was
then resold to bank customers at 12%, hence, no provisions for
losses and no need for new loss provisions. Indeed, China’s
big state banks book billions of profits each quarter, the absurd
extent of the nation’s credit pyramid, notwithstanding.
Likewise, how did the local party cadres use the loans which
cascaded down the system to their town? Why they established non-governmental development agencies – thousands of
them – that paid hugely inflated prices for city lands in order
to build empty luxury apartments and zoos, which are bereft of
both people and animals, remains a mystery. Meanwhile, local
governments manage huge GDP enhancing budgets which are
funded by the false revenue of hyper-bloated land sales. The
skunk in the woodpile is self- evident even in the simplified chart
below. At least prior to the 2008 crisis, it could be said that part
of the China boom was being financed by the Fed and other
DM central banks which enabled their domestic consumers to
borrow themselves silly, thereby fueling China’s export boom.
In terms of growth, that’s pretty well finished, owing to the tepid
recoveries and outright economic stagnation in Europe, Japan
and the U.S.

However, the aging black-haired men who learned their economics from Mao’s Little Red Book had a solution. They would
lift GDP and jobs by their own bootstraps, dispensing virtually
unlimited credit to build public pyramids, otherwise known as
infrastructure, at a pace not witnessed since the Egyptian pharaohs. Thus, since the eve of the crisis in 2007, China’s GDP
has doubled, expanding by$5 trillion (U.S.) in seven years. However, as outlined in the chart below, it took a $21 trillion (U.S.) expansion of debt outstanding to accomplish that outcome. That’s
exactly right. The China Ponzi assumed $4 (U.S.) of debt for
every new dollar of freshly constructed GDP. Plus, constructed
is exactly the correct term because all of this new debt funded an
orgy of construction, much of which is for public facilities which
will never produce enough user revenues to service the debt, or
which are essentially owned by local governments which have
no tax revenue. In any event, China’s $10 trillion (U.S.) of GDP
is exactly at the Greek bulge stage. It is neither replicable, nor
sustainable, unless the bosses in Beijing truly do intend to pave
the entire country. In point of fact, the Chinese economy is addicted to construction and its rulers can’t seem to let go – even
as they recognize that they are heading straight towards the
wall. At present, nearly 50% of GDP is accounted for by fixed
asset investment, i.e. housing, commercial real estate, industry
and public infrastructure.

Source: McKinsey
This ratio is so far off the historical and comparative charts, as
to be in a freakish class all of its own. Even during the peak
take-off phase of economic development in Japan and South
Korea, this ratio never exceeded 30% and did not dwell there
for long either. So, China is caught in a monumental debt trap.
Its rulers fear social upheaval unless they keep pumping GDP
– and the associated increase of jobs, incomes and financial
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asset values – with more credit and construction. Even then,
they know better and have therefore hop-scotched from credit
restraint to credit curtailment almost on alternate days of the
week. However, the edifice is now beginning to roll over. House
prices are declining and new footage under construction has fallen by 30% over the past three months; something which has not
even remotely happened during the last 15 years. At the same
time, the consequent moderation in demand for construction
materials and equipment is evident in China’s faltering industrial
production numbers; as well as the global commodity deflation.
This has resulted from China’s vast excess capacity in steel,
shipbuilding, cement, aluminum, copper fabrication and all the
rest. Indeed, last year China spent upwards of $5 trillion (U.S.)
on fixed asset investment; a figure that is greater than the sum
total for Europe and the U.S. combined. Behind that towering number is an immense caravan of cement, structural steel,
glass, copper and all the rest of the industrial commodities. So,
when the China Ponzi finally crashes, the deflationary gales will
propagate violently through the global economy and financial
system. China’s $28 trillion (U.S.) tower of debt will come tumbling down in the process and a world floating on $200 trillion
(U.S.) of debt will not be far behind.”

•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “S&P Downgrades
Greece’s Sovereign Credit Rating. Standard & Poor’s Rating
Agency downgraded Greece’s credit rating to B (Low) from
B – one level above default range – with a negative outlook.
S&P warned: ‘The downgrade reflects our view that the liquidity
constraints weighing on Greece’s banks and its economy have
narrowed the time frame during which the new government can
reach an agreement on its 240 billion euro bailout program with
its official creditors. Our worst case scenario envisions Greece
being forced to leave the European Monetary Union (EMU) if
European funding evaporates.”

•

Front Page Headline, SSRrocco Report – “U.S. Gold Exports
Soar in November. After the price of gold fell to a new recent low
in November, total U.S. gold exports surged by 40% compared
with October. When the USGS released its October Gold Mineral Industry Survey total gold exports were the second highest
of the year. However, the most recent data reveals U.S. gold
exports rose significantly to 71 metric tonnes in November, com-

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6TH
•

The Labor Department reports U.S. non-farm payrolls increased
by 257,000 in January, accompanied by a cumulative upward revision of 147,000 hires in December and November 2014; while
the official unemployment rate rose slightly to 5.7% from 5.6%,
reflecting a greater number of people looking for work. Meanwhile, average hourly wages rose by 0.5% in January to $24.75
(U.S.), the highest level since November 2008.
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Exports = 71 mt
Domestic consumption = 10 mt
Total Demand = 81 mt
November Deficit = 36 mt

pared to 51 metric tonnes in October. The chart below shows
that U.S. gold exports increased considerably even in September, following a lower demand period during the summer.
Not only was November’s 71 metric tonnes the second highest
month for U.S. gold exports during 2014 – in January were 80.7
metric tonnes – but also, nearly half of the total amount was
delivered to Switzerland. In just one month, U.S. gold exports to
Switzerland nearly doubled to a staggering 32.9 metric tonnes
in November, from 17.6 metric tonnes in October. See second
chart below.

So, the United States continues to ship gold – real money – to
Switzerland Asia and India while it creates more debt and derivatives. This is another stupid practice for a nation that leads
the world in financial insanity.
•

Furthermore, U.S. gold exports to Hong Kong increased to 14.8
metric tonnes in November from 12.9 in October, while India’s
rose by 1.3 metric tonnes to 7.4 metric tonnes. In point of fact,
November was another deficit month for the U.S. gold market.
See the breakdown of figures below.
U.S. Gold Market, November 2014
Mine supply = 17 metric tonnes (mt)
Imports = 20 mt
Est. Scrap = 8 mt
Total Supply = 45 mt

Front Page Headline, GoldMoney – “Sovereign Bonds. In an
op/ed, researcher Alasdair Macleod writes: Today’s obvious mispricing of sovereign bonds is a bonanza for spending politicians
and enables over-leveraged banks to grow their capital. This
mispricing has led to negative interest rates becoming commonplace. In Denmark, where the central bank persists in holding
the krona peg to a weakening euro, it is reported that even some
mortgage rates have gone negative and high quality corporate
bonds, such as a recent Nestle euro bond issue, are also flirting
with negative yields.
The most identifiable reason for this distortion of free markets
is bank regulation. Under the Basel 3 rules, a bank with sovereign debt on its balance sheet is regarded by regulators as
owning a risk-free asset. Unsurprisingly, banks are encouraged
by this to invest in sovereign debt, in preference to anything
else. This leads to a self-fulfilling second reason: falling yields.
Central bank intervention in the bond markets through quantitative easing (QE) and commercial bank buying leads to higher
bond prices, which in turn give the banks enormous profits. It
is a process which the banks wish would continue forever, but
logic says it doesn’t. Don’t think there is an economic justification for negative bond yields: there isn’t. Even if price inflation
turns negative, interest rates will always remain positive in a free
market. The reason for this cast iron rule is interest rates are an
expression of time preference. Such time preference is the solid
reason that possession of money today is more valuable than a
promise to give it to you at some time in the future. The future
value of money must always be at a discount to the cash-in-thehand, or put the other way, to balance the value of cash today
with cash tomorrow, always requires a supplementary payment
of interest. That is always true as long as interest rates are set
by genuine market factors and not set by a market-monopolizing
central bank and then distorted by banking regulations.
So, we have arrived close to the logical end-point in falling yields
and in some cases, we have gone beyond it. We must also
conclude that negative bond yields are a signal that bond prices
are so overblown that they are vulnerable to a substantial cor-
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rection. Furthermore, when the tide turns against bond markets, the downside could be considerable. The long-term real
yield on high quality government bonds has historically tended
to average about 3%, which implies that sovereign bonds would
crash if central banks lost control of the market. Bond bulls are
treading on weak ground from another angle. If history tell us
that real yields of three per cent are the norm, has government
creditworthiness changed for the better, justifying a lower yield?
Well, no: the accumulation of debt across all welfare economies
is less sustainable than at any time in the past and demographics, the number of retirees relative to those working and paying
taxes, are rapidly making the situation far worse.
Macroeconomists will probably claim that as long as central
banks can continue to manage the quantity of money sloshing
about in financial markets, they can keep bond yields down.
However, this is valid only as long as markets believe this to be
true. Put another way, central banks must continue to fool all of
the people all of the time, which as we all know is impossible.”
•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “Where Is Germany’s
Gold? In an op/ed, reporter Vernon Silver writes: Peter Boehringer is a gold bug, a member of the impassioned tribe of investors and academics who distrust central banks and paper
money, unless the governments which print it will exchange the
cash for gold or silver from their vaults. He has an asset management firm that invests his own money and that of clients in
gold, silver and mining stocks and he’s a founder of the nonprofit German Precious Metal Society, which educates the public
about the craziness of unbacked monetary systems. In short,
Boehringer is worried that the global economy is built upon a fiction of currencies which aren’t backed by precious metals. This
is why he set out to ensure the gold and other nations say they
have, actually exists.

Gold stored in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Source: Reuters

Almost half of Germany’s gold resides at 33 Liberty Street, which
is the headquarters of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
80 feet below ground level in a vault that sits on Manhattan’s
bedrock. In 2012, Boehringer began a campaign on his blog to
repatriate it. He argued that the gold should be shipped to the
German Bundesbank in Frankfurt. The gold hoard, amassed
during Germany’s post war boom, had never been subject to a
published bar-by-bar physical review by its owners.
That lack of accounting had become an insatiable itch for Boehringer. As the volunteer chairman of a private storage company for silver and gold investors based in Gerstetten, Germany,
Boehringer personally counts the holdings each year by lugging
metal valued at some 140 million euros ($161 million U.S.) from
one end of the vault to the other, just to ensure it’s all there. His
blog became a hub for precious metals fans. As gold prices
peaked in 2011, the Taxpayers Association of Europe asked him
to draft a letter to the Deutsche Bundesbank seeking to know
precisely where the central bank’s gold was located. He eagerly agreed to help the group, which advocates for lower taxes
and serves as an umbrella for 29 national associations across
the continent. After receiving a response that wasn’t detailed
enough to satisfy him, Boehringer pressed on, starting the ‘Repatriate Our Gold’ campaign in February 2012. He conceded it
had low odds of success.
Gold bugs largely inhabit the fringes of finance and some of their
apocalyptic arguments for investing had begun to show cracks
as gold prices declined. Opponents, including bankers and
journalists branded Boehringer a conspiracy theorist for even
suggesting something was amiss at the core of global finance.
Then the seemingly impossible occurred: he began to win. Because it doesn’t react with air or water, gold always glitters,
even in shipwrecks lost for centuries. It’s so dense – 19.3 times
heavier than water – that when one lifts an ingot, the disconnect
between what your eyes see and your hands feel, produces an
odd sensation; as if you’re on a planet with a stronger gravitational force. Indeed, a standard central bank gold bar weighs
about 27 pounds.
According to the World Gold Council, less than 175,000 metric
tonnes (386 million pounds) of gold have been mined in all of human history. Melt it all down – King Tutankhamun’s death mask,
the gold bars in Fort Knox, and your wedding ring – and it would
form a cube 21 meters on each side, reaching just one eighth
the height of the Washington Monument. A one kilogram gold
bar is the size of a flip phone and could buy a BMW. Gold also
has a deeper appeal. When the prices of stock and bonds are
plummeting on paper, gold is reassuringly physical. Speaking
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at the Council on Foreign Relations last October, former Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan stated: ‘Gold is so universally treated like money itself, it’s as if it’s inbred into human beings.” Of course, the fact that gold can be touched means that
it can also disappear.
Boehringer cites an anecdote from almost a century ago to argue
that Germany has failed to zealously protect its gold holdings. In
the 1920s, Hjalmar Schacht, then president of the German central bank, paid a visit to the New York Fed and its founding president, Benjamin Strong. In an episode recounted in his 1955
autobiography, Schacht wrote: ‘Mr. Strong was proud to be able
to show us the vaults which were situated in the deepest cellar
of the building and remarked: ‘Now, Herr Schacht, you shall see
where the Reichsbank’s gold is kept.’ The two bankers waited
as New York Fed staff sought the German stash. ‘At length,
we were told: Mr. Strong, we can’t locate the Reischbank gold.’
Schacht comforted the flabbergasted Fed banker: ‘Never mind,
I believe you when you say the gold is there. Even if it weren’t,
you would be good for its replacement.’ The men left without the
German banker seeing his gold bars, instead accepting their existence as a matter of trust. Assuming the German gold was actually somewhere in a vault at 33 Liberty Street at that time, it’s
probably now long gone. The period between the World Wars
was plagued by runaway inflation in which Germans legendarily shopped with wheelbarrows of cash and burned bundles of
reichsmarks for warmth. (Among the inflation causes, Germany
had stopped backing its currency with gold during World War
I.) Adolf Hitler exploited the economic meltdown to seize power
and then drained Germany’s gold holdings, including assets he
stole from Jews, to pay for World War II.
After the war, global trade revolved around the U.S. dollar,
which was backed by gold. Under the arrangement, any nation could cash in its greenbacks for gold ingots at any time.
As Germany’s economy recovered and expanded, the country
had a trade surplus during the 1950s and the 1960s. German
companies exchanged their dollars for deutsche marks, filling
the new Deutsche Bundesbank with U.S. dollars. In turn, the
Bundesbank switched the dollars for gold at the New York Fed,
swelling its stores under Liberty Street. That ended in 1971
when President Richard Nixon suspended gold conversions,
making the dollar a fiat currency, backed by nothing but the public’s confidence in the United States. During the Cold War, it
made sense to keep the gold in Manhattan rather than Frankfurt,
75 miles from the Iron Curtain, just in case the Soviets invaded.
Yet, even after the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, the gold remained in
New York; or so the Germans have been told.

Concluding that precious metals were a reliable store of wealth,
he became a gold evangelist, blogging and starting his money
management business in 2003. Three years later, he founded
the German Precious Metal Society, which organizes conferences and speeches on topics such as gold price manipulation and
trends in gold demand in Asia. It was through his activism that
the Taxpayers Association of Europe found Boehringer and they
began their campaign. The first breakthrough occurred in September 2012, when Germany’s Audit Court followed Boehringer
with its own similar demands. The Court, which is a branch of
the federal government that examines federal financial management, asked the Bundesbank to say how much gold it had,
where it was located and to physically inspect the bars, stating their existence had never been verified. The Bundesbank
responded a month later, revealing that at the end of 2011 it
had 271,265 bars of gold weighing 3,396 metric tonnes, worth
about $140 billion (U.S.) today. They were stored in Frankfurt,
the Bank of England in London and the Bank of France in Paris.
The Bundesbank reported: ‘Every year these central banks provide the Bundesbank with confirmation of its holdings of gold.
The integrity, reputation and security of these foreign repositories are beyond reproach … There is no possibility of confusion
or comingling with the holdings of other parties.’
The single biggest slice of the German gold reserves at 45%
resides in Lower Manhattan: 122,597 gold bars weighing about
1,536 metric tonnes, dwarfing the 1,036 metric tonnes held in
Germany itself. However, the Bundesbank noted that the physical inventory requested by the Audit Court didn’t conform to
common practice among central banks, i.e. one does not just
arrive at the New York Fed and begin counting gold bars.
The Bundesbank told the German parliament it was in talks
to gain access and that the New York Fed was receptive, as
long as its own security and logistical constraints were taken
into account. In testimony before Parliament’s Budget Committee, Bundesbank executive board member Carl-Ludwig Thiele
stated: ‘We’re in negotiations with our partner central banks to
develop auditing rights.’
For Boehringer, the disclosure that it would take negotiations
to access the gold felt like proof that he was on the right track.
The limited transparency he’d won had made plain that Germany didn’t necessarily have the right to thoroughly examine the
single largest stash of its own gold. Boehringer noted: ‘Central
banks live from their trust. Our campaign has the ability to put
that trust into question.’
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In October 2012, as part of a compromise with the Audit Court,
the Bundesbank said it would begin repatriating some of the
gold reserves from the New York Fed. Initially, the Bank indicated it would recover 150 metric tonnes of gold, valued at about
$8.4 billion (U.S.) at the time, from New York to its own vaults;
dividing the shipments evenly over three years. Boehringer remarked: ‘This was a huge success for us because I would never
have believed that.’ The Bundesbank later expanded its repatriation plan to 300 metric tonnes from New York to Frankfurt by
the year 2020.

tonnes of gold bars can fit into the back of a strong pickup truck.
In a statement four weeks later, the Bundesbank’s Thiele noted:
‘The organizational preparations were very time consuming,
since the required agreements and contracts are voluminous
and detailed.’ In addition, some gold bars in New York had to
be melted and recast. To Boehringer, the recasting was the ultimate red flag. It meant any trace of original serial numbers had
been erased. Boehringer commented: ‘Their untouched existence since the 1960’s is no longer provable.’

A typical gold ingot dated in 1953. Photo source: Getty Images
The Bundesbank explained that it had recast the gold bars because they hadn’t met the London good delivery standard. Such
gold is at least 99.5% pure and comes in bars of roughly 400
troy ounces, or 12.44 kilograms. They must bear certain marks,
such as the year of manufacture and have sides which measure
within specified dimensions. (See above).

Boehringer had to wait until Christmas Eve 2013 to see if the
Bundesbank was making good on that pledge. That day, the
central bank announced the first-year tally in the tabloid Bild under a front page headline: ‘Today Only Good News. At last, the
Bundesbank gets its gold treasure back.’ However, the amounts
were underwhelming. Although 32 metric tonnes arrived from
the Bank of France, just 5 metric tonnes came from New York;
only one tenth of the original plan of 50 metric tonnes a year
from the New York Fed.
Boehringer recalls wondering: ‘Why such small deliveries?
Something smelled fishy.’ The article quoted Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann saying the repatriation had been a huge
logistical challenge. Yet one metric tonne of gold, formed into a
cube, is just slightly larger than a plastic milk crate. Five metric

The gold in American vaults is a combination of London good
delivery and lower quality bars. Boehringer figured perhaps the
German bars had oddball weights and purities which needed to
be recast. He did some quick math on the Bundesbank’s own
numbers, dividing the total weight it had disclosed for New York
holdings by the number of bars it listed. It resulted in about
12.5 kilograms per bar, i.e. the same as London good delivery.
Boehringer reasoned: ‘If the central bank’s published numbers
were correct, there would not be a reason to melt them; but they
did.’ Asked about the calculations, a Bundesbank spokesperson replied: ‘Meeting the London good delivery standard cannot
be reduced entirely to the weight of a gold bar, but needs to
take various other features into account; one criterion being the
outer appearance. Sections of the gold reserves, which were
relocated from New York to Frankfurt, were recast to meet that
standard.’
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Boehringer still questions: ‘Why, of all the possible 120,000 bars
of gold which the Bundesbank chose to repatriate, did it choose
bars that were non-conforming?’ He also questions why the
Bundesbank doesn’t publish lists of bar numbers, which would
allow other depositors to see if there’s any double counting of
the same gold under multiple owners. The Bundesbank has
stated that it has such lists for all the gold it maintains in the custody of the New York Fed, but it is prevented from making those
lists public for security reasons. Boehringer recalled the 1920s
visit that the Reichsbank president paid to the New York vault:
‘Why is a bar list a security risk? That’s the culture of not wanting to know.’ Boehringer speculates that individual gold bars
may have several owners; perhaps as the result of bars being
leased, sold, or subject to complicated financial arrangements.
He adds: ‘While I can’t prove it, the onus of proof should be
on the central bankers.’ Boehringer isn’t alone in raising these
doubts. John Hathaway, co-manager of the $1.3 billion (U.S.)
Tocqueville Gold Fund believes Germany might need the slow,
seven-year repatriation window to unwind complex financial
arrangements by which gold was loaned out, perhaps several
times. Their questions about multiple owners aren’t completely
out of left field, since there is a loan market in which gold bars
are forwarded as collateral and then sold to third parties for the
duration of the transactions.
The German central bank insists that’s not the case with its New
York gold and that its repatriation plans will be completed on
schedule: ‘The Deutsche Bundesbank has never loaned gold
bars held in custody at the New York Fed into the market or
to other central banks.’ The New York Fed insists it isn’t party
to any transactions in which the gold in its custody may be involved: ‘All gold bars on deposit are present at the 33 Liberty
Street vault and the Fed doesn’t recognize any third party rights
or interests other than those of the account holder. Foreign depositors are able to conduct inventories and the Fed provides
those depositors with lists of bar numbers for all holdings.’ Bar
lists were cross-checked with bar markings and spot checks
found no irregularities. Yet, any identifying trace of the original
gold reserves had been eliminated.
On the one hand, the gold holdings maybe in order, but on the
other hand, the gold holdings may not be in order. Either way,
gold bugs around the world are winning unprecedented concessions from their governments and gold is streaming out of 33
Liberty Street and across the Atlantic. In May 2014, the Bank of
Italy, which has the third biggest gold reserves after the United
States and Germany, ended years of secrecy by disclosing the
locations of its holdings. Citing the German repatriations, the
central bank disclosed about half of its gold is in Rome and the

bulk of the balance resides at the New York Fed.
Then in November, the Dutch central bank announced that it
has quietly moved 122.5 metric tonnes of gold from New York to
Amsterdam. Apparently, in just a matter of months, the Dutch
had shipped almost 25 times the gold that Germany had moved
in all of 2013. In a press release, the Dutch central bank announced: ‘Beyond realizing a more balanced distribution of the
gold stock across the different locations, this may also have a
positive effect on public confidence.’ Soon afterwards, the leader of France’s anti-euro, anti-immigration National Front Party,
Marine Le Pen, asked the Bank of France for an independent
audit of its gold stock and to reveal any lending or financial commitments related to the gold reserves.
At the end of November, a referendum in Switzerland to repatriate some holdings failed, but led the country’s central bank
to disclose locations and amounts of its gold for the first time.
Swiss politicians are pushing for more information. Lukas Reimann, a member of the Swiss parliament who led the referendum, demanded: ‘I want a clear inspection where you have a list
of all the gold bars, where it’s written that it’s fine gold and only
belongs to Switzerland.’ On January 19th. the Bundesbank delivered its own surprise, publishing a tally of its 2014 gold repatriations. During the year, the German central bank had shipped
85 metric tonnes from New York to Frankfurt, well overshadowing the mere 5 metric tonnes from 2013 and setting a pace at
which the Bundesbank would easily meet its target of 300 metric
tonnes to be returned by 2020.
Even if the world’s biggest central banks did explain away his
gold bug speculations, Boehringer had triumphed. However, for
him and his sense of order, the itch is never scratched. There
were still 1,447 metric tonnes of German gold under Manhattan
at year’s end and he wants all of it back in Frankfurt. According
to Boehringer, at the current rate, it would take more than 30
years for all the German gold stored abroad to return. Moreover, there is this detail from the German announcement: ‘The
Bundesbank took advantage of the transfer from New York to
have roughly 50 metric tonnes of gold melted down and recast
according to the London good delivery standard. Bar lists were
cross-checked with bar markings and spot checks found no irregularities.’ A freshly energized Boehringer noted: ‘Yet, any
identifying trace of the original gold reserves has been erased,
the bars now destroyed.’ While melted gold bars might not prove
that something’s rotten under Liberty Street, the mere disclosure
of recent information shows Boehringer is making a difference.”
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CLOSING LEVELS FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6TH.

WEEKLY CHANGE

Dow Jones Industrial Average

17,824.29

+ 659.34 points

Spot Gold Bullion

$1,234.60 (U.S.)

– $44.60 per troy oz.

Spot Silver

$16.70 (U.S.)

– $0.56 per troy oz.

S&P / TSX Composite

15,083.92

+ 410.44 points

10 – Year U.S. Treasury Yield

1.96%

+ 32 basis points

Canadian Dollar

79.85 cents (U.S.)

+ 1.18 cents

U.S. Dollar Index Future

94.685

– 0.161 cent

WTI Crude Oil Futures

$51.69 (U.S.)

+ $3.45 per barrel

DJIA / Gold Ratio

14.437

+ 1.018 points

Gold / Silver Ratio

73.93

+ 0.23 point
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